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GC- Universal Fan Brackets
-Parts Included:
-2 stainless steel mounting pieces
-4 mounting feet
-4 sets of bolts, washers and lock nuts

Overview:
A cheaper, yet sturdy mounting system offered throughout the industry. These brackets are made from stainless steel, with fiberglass feet which allow you to mount directly to the fan.

Step 1: Identifing the type of radiator
When installing the fan it is important to first identify what type of radiator you have. Downflow radiators
will have the inlets/outlets at the top/bottom of the radiator. Crossflow radiators will have the inlet/outlet
on the sides. On downflow radiators the brackets will mount on the left & right sides. On crossflow radiators
the brackets will mount on the top and bottom of the radiator. There should be a location on the edge of the
radiator to secure the brackets to the radiator. Once this location is determined the brackets can be cut to
length, remeber to measure twice and cut once.

Step 2: Mock up fan/radiator
Before you cut your brackets to length, double check that you are mounting to the exterior fins and not the
tanks. Trim brackets to length so they are not sticking out from the radiator profile.

*Note: mounting feet
attach directly to fan and
bolt to brackets.
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Step 3: Mount Fan to Radiator
Now that the brackets have been cut to length and they have been mounted to the fan it is time to mount the
fan to the radiator. Place the fan unit with the brackets on the radiator and attach to the location identified
before with the correct hardware. This hardware is not supplied in the kit as each application is different.
Typically a sheet metal screw is used for this. Make sure the depth of the screw does not penitrate the core of
the radiator.

Policies & Warranty
Freight Policy: F.O.B. Des Moines, Iowa, U.S.A. All orders will be shipped from our warehouse in Des Moines, unless other
arrangements are made.
Shipping Policy: All orders received before 12 p.m. (CST) will be shipped within two business days. We will try to accommodate special
or rush orders.
Drop Ship Fee: All drop ship orders will incur a $15 fee. The fee applies to all drop ship orders regardless of the quantity or order
value.
Payment Terms: C.O.D., Cash, Company Check, MasterCard, Visa, Discover or American Express unless credit references are
submitted and approved by Creative Werks.
Refused Shipments: A 25% restocking fee and freight charge will be assessed on all refused shipments. No further shipments will be
allowed until all charges are settled. No product will be shipped to any company whose account is past due or over their credit limit.
Return Policy: No returns can be made without prior return authorization. Returns will be subject to a 25% restocking fee and must
be returned prepaid within 30 days of original invoice. Please call 515-264-8222 for a return authorization number.
Defective Merchandise: Any merchandise defective under Creative Werks Inc./General Cab warranty may be returned, prepaid, with
return authorization and an evaluation will be made. Credit or replacement will be issued where applicable. Please consider
contacting our technical assistance hotline to minimize unnecessary returns. Please refer to the Creative Werks Inc. Warranty
Statement for specific warranty questions. Warranty is limited to defective components within kits. Please examine the product
carefully before returning.
Creative Werks Inc. reserves the right to add a 1.5% service charge per month on all past due accounts.

If you run into any issues or have any questions please give us a call, one of our staff would be happy to help
you with troubleshooting any problems or answer any other questions you may have. Normal business hours
are Monday-Friday 8 a.m. – 5 p.m. or please email us at info@gccooling.com.

